VERSION 0.93 / October 17th, 2019
NOTIFICATIONS
E-mail notifications now arrive once a day (turn them on in the settings). Checkboxes are added in the
app so you can mark notifications you have read.
OTHER
Some improvements for trend graphs. Bug fixes.

VERSION (beta) 0.9 / September 13th, 2019
GENERAL
We implemented a lot of small changes, such as improved dictionary, to make your use of LorisQ as
clear as possible.
SIGN UP FOR FREE TRIAL
In this final stage of testing, just before the soft launch, new organizations can sign up for a free trial by
themselves.
NOTIFICATIONS
This is an exciting new feature that will be fully functional in the next few weeks, although limited
functionality is already available. For more information on how the fully functional notifications check
pages 3 and 4 of the new Help/Onboarding pdf. But basically, now the app will notify you and your team
members on everything that is important. (At this point check the notifications bell in the upper right
corner of the app, but in the next few weeks, notifications by e-mail will also be functional.)
CONNECTING WITH YOUR SERVICE PROVIDERS (OR/AND CLIENTS)
You can now connect with your service providers, which means any of the companies and organizations
that perform some form of maintenance on your equipment... e.g. calibration, validation, qualification,
regular maintenance etc. They can now join LorisQ network and upload and share certificates, reports
and notes with you. And if you are service provider, you can connect with ALL of your clients and add
value to your service.

MAINTENANCE LOOP
You can now finish activities without uploading any certificate or report if you choose so. This can come
in handy for planning and executing some more informal activities you must regularly perform, but
which do not produce any documents.
HISTORY
We completely redesigned all history tab notes written by LorisQ on individual instruments' cards and
added many new ones for ultimate traceability. History for each of your instruments now includes the
information about:
a) adding, editing and deleting instruments
b) adding, editing and deleting certificates and reports
c) adding and deleting manuals
d) adding, editing, deleting and initiating activities
e) adding, editing and deleting QBook notes
f) adding, editing and deleting tolerance limits on trend graphs
g) turning warnings on and off
h) completing individual maintenance loop cycles (with all details)
i) completing individual work progress loops (for service providers)
We also changed the filters for easier browsing through history.
And the best thing is all these changes are implemented for everything you did in LorisQ app from the
beginning. Check the histories of your instruments and you will see what we mean.
WARNINGS
Separate warning badges are now visible on individual instrument cards if:
a) you are overdue on some recurring activity (e.g. calibration, validation...)
b) you defined your recurring activity without the information about the last date it was performed
c) calibration results are outside your tolerance limits
d) calibration results are outside 80% of your tolerance limits
E-MAILS AND E-MAIL NOTIFICATIONS
The app now sends you e-mails not only as a part of users' registration process and password changes,
but also as a part of connecting (networking) process between clients and service providers. And one of
the features that will become available in the next few weeks is also notifications by e-mail.
TABLES
We have added sort to tables. You can now sort any table by any column. We have also improved the
look and pagination.
QBOOK
Sharing of notes between clients and providers is improved.

CATEGORIES
Categories of instruments (ex-classes, e.g. balances, micrometers, thermometers...) also got dozens of
tweaks and improvements, but the most important one is how you choose the category in the process
of adding new instrument. The new process minimizes the odds of you choosing the wrong one. This
new feature will become available soon.
SETTINGS
Now you can choose your date format and if you want to receive e-mail notifications or not. Also, the
tabs for connecting with your service providers (or/and clients) are completely redesigned, because you
can now connect with them freely, without the need to contact LorisQ team.
OTHER
Help and About files are added when you click on your initials. File upload size is increased to 50 Mb. We
have also made hundreds of other small tweaks and improvements we hope will make your use of
LorisQ more enjoyable.

VERSION (beta) 0.8
Welcome to LorisQ - a smart platform that will help you manage your equipment easily.

